
 

EnergyEigenvaloepwblem

As we derived for the position representation

our energy eigenvalue problem is now

a differential equation
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To solve this equation we need to

find both the eigenvalues E and

eigenfunction 4 x

We cannotdo this in general We
need to know VIX the potential

energy of the system to develop

any solutions

We start our investigation with

the Infinite Square Well
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The Infinite SquareWell

the infinite square well aka Itsparticle
in a box is the canonical example
of sowing the energy eigenvalueproblem

using the position representation

starting from 3 assumptions we

can construct a mathematical model
of the potential
1 there's zero force on the particle
between the walls Vx t

2 infinite force at the walls
dV4dx is discontinuous

3 infinite potential outside

We are free to choose theconst to be zero
So
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We represent that infinite square
Well visually like so
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Derivation Finding the d E

so the potential is piecewise defined

so that is how we will start and
then patch the solution togetheras
needed

Outside the well VIX D
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oof infiniteoperator be finite
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this makes sure that E is still
finite
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Ultimately we will force fecx for 0cal

to match at the walls to force continuity
That is YeLo O d HELL O
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k is thewavevector allpositivequantities

as wewill see soon it is define K 2M
related closely to X HZ

i4eJ
You have solved equs like this

one

before in classical mechanics adf.xa.se what
XA Asin at Boos at



The general solution to this equation is the

sum of sinusoidal functions
Notice

YEH Asin Kx Boos Kx that head
is a continuous

Note A B K ane unknown still E
is related to the energy eigenvalues E

ImposeBoundary Conditions

YEH is a continuous function so
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If A 0 then HE _0 for all space
so let's instead see what happens
if siulkt 0



sincx looks like this
sink
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we see that it vanishes goesto sew at

regular intervals every ni
This sets the quantizationcondition
Remember 41147 is continuousbut energy
is quantized so I must bequantized

Siu KL O if kL nT for use
so k sfkna.NET wave vector

1 is quantized

Moreover
In 2mn so

Energy is
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We are left with
O X LO

En Gnu Asin
n

our L

O x L

A is still undetermined but recall

En IEn L so we have the
probabilistic interpretation

we need

Tenten e19 141 1dx 114am
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Yn is nonzero only fwm 0 to L and

is completely real 80 Wolfram'ed
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Finally if we sketch the first few wavefunctions

we start to see the role of ku htt

4CH Esin I
notice that the wavelength forthis
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like in wavemech
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dandength fatuous
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The eigenstates are those that fit an

integer number of nodes in the box
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So inside the box we can write

IEn eQuad Ef sin Knx Ffsin 217


